We describe a solution to tackle a common set of challenges in ecommerce, which arise from the fact that new products are continually being added to the catalogue. The challenges involve properly personalising the customer experience, forecasting demand and planning the product range. We argue that the foundational piece to solve all of these problems is having consistent and detailed information about each product, which is rarely available or consistent given the multitude of suppliers and types of products. We describe in detail the architecture and methodology implemented at ASOS, one of the world's largest fashion e-commerce retailers, to tackle this problem. We then show how this quantitative understanding of the products can be leveraged to improve recommendations in a hybrid recommender system approach.
At any moment in time, ASOS's catalogue can offer around 85K products to its customers, with around 5K new propositions being introduced every week. Over the years, this amounts to more than one million unique styles, that is, without accounting for size variants. For each of these products, different divisions within the company produce and consume different product attributes, most of which are not even customer-facing and, hence, are not always present and consistent. However, these incomplete attributes still carry information that is relevant to the business.
The ability to have a systematic and quantitative characterisation of each of these products, particularly the yet-to-be-released ones, is key for the company to make data-driven decisions across a set of problems including personalisation, demand forecasting, range planning and logistics. In this paper, we show how we predict a coherent and complete set of product attributes and illustrate how this enables us to personalise the customer experience by providing more relevant products to customers.
To achieve a coherent characterisation of all products, we leverage manually annotated attributes that only cover part of the product catalogue as illustrated in Table 1 . As data that is consistently available for all products, we have a set of images, a text description as well as product type and brand, as shown in Figure 1 .
Aiming to show how customer experience can be improved by enriching product/content data, this paper contributes:
(1) the description of a real use case where augmenting product information enables better personalisation; (2) a system for consolidating product attributes that deals with missing labels in a multi-task setting and at scale; (3) a hybrid recommender system approach using vector composition of content-based and collaborative components.
The key features of the product annotation pipeline are:
• shared model -a neural network where most of layers are shared across the tasks (i.e. the attributes) to leverage relationship between the tasks as well as to reduce the total number of free parameters; • training algorithm -a custom model fitting procedure to achieve a balanced solution across all tasks and to deal with partially-labelled data.
The main aspects of the hybrid recommender system are:
• model composition -the hybrid model is a vector composition of a collaborative and content-based models;
• simultaneous optimisation -we optimise the two components of the hybrid model simultaneously. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the product attribute prediction pipeline and related literature, Section 3 illustrates how product information can improve recommendations and related literature, Section 4 presents a discussion. 
PREDICTING ATTRIBUTES
To quote Niels Bohr, "prediction is very difficult, especially if it is about the future". In our case, it is rather about the past and the present (product data), but it remains a non-trivial affair. In this section, we present the challenges we face, the approaches we consider, and we give an overview of the current results.
Motivation
The fact that different divisions within the company produce and consume different product attributes presents particular challenges regarding the coverage and consistency of this information. Retail, for instance, uses specific "personas" to represent the core customer groups it targets. These are pre-defined characters that epitomise a particular fashion taste or style, often in association with particular brands. The retail persona, or customer segment, despite its name, is implemented as a product attribute: a dress may identify a 'girly girl' persona, or rather a 'glam girl', and so on. If this information, whenever applicable, were available for all the products customers interact with, that would allow for a better understanding of the customers' behaviour and preferences. Moreover, it would provide actionable insight into how to improve customers' experience by providing the most relevant products to match the customers' unique taste. Unfortunately, if we take the category of dresses as a representative example, the customer segment is missing across 75% of the catalogue history. Furthermore, the segment taxonomy changes over time in accordance with fashion trends.
Likewise, even more straightforward product aspects, such as the design pattern, are often missing: 70% of all dresses carry an empty pattern label. That keeps us from being able to analyse or forecast the sales performance of 'floral' dresses for instance or to explicitly recommend dresses with 'animal' prints, etc. In addition, any model that requires multiple attributes at a time would have very few input samples to learn from, since, even within the same category, different products might be missing values for different attributes. For example, design pattern and customer segment are jointly available on only about 5% of all dresses. Table 1 provides an illustration of the situation, which essentially applies to all the product attributes that are not customer-facing.
In order to enable more in-depth analytics and better data products such as content-based and hybrid product recommendationswhich will be discussed in Section 3 -it is then necessary to consolidate the available product data by filling in the missing attribute values. To this end, we implemented a multi-task multi-modal neural network to leverage all the unstructured information that is available on product pages: namely, product images, product name, brand, and description, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Our methodology is detailed in the following sections.
Design
We illustrate next the design choices we made to be able to predict product attributes at scale from partially-labelled samples.
Image Classification.
Fashion is a very visual domain and, with the popularity of Deep Learning, there already exist in the literature several approaches to classify and predict clothing attributes from images, both from models trained end-to-end or from intermediate representations: e.g., [7, 18, 23] . Our setup is peculiar as, along with images, we have textual information to leverage and we need to be able to do so at scale. Therefore, image processing becomes part of a bigger pipeline where visual features extracted from products' shots are precomputed and stored, in order to speed up the training of the attribute prediction model, but also in order for said features to be readily available for other applications.
The visual feature generation step is an example of representation learning; to this end, we apply a VGG16 [24] Convolutional Neural Network with weights pre-trained on ImageNet. Although not any more state-of-the-art in classification, this architecture is still widely applied to the related tasks of object detection, image segmentation and retrieval due to the transferability of its convolutional features [30] . In fact, most VGG parameters lie in the final dense layers: by removing those, one obtains a reasonably efficient feature extractor. For each product shot, we get the 7 × 7 × 512 raw features from the last convolution layer before the fully-connected ones, and we perform a global max-pooling operation on those. This results in a vector of 512 scalar features for each product shot: each image is thereby projected onto a so-called embedding space.
Text Classification. Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
have proved to be effective at classifying not only images but also text [10] . Indeed, sentences can be treated as word sequences, where each word in turn can be represented as a vector in a multidimensional word embedding space. A 1-D convolution over this representation, with filters covering multiple word embeddings at a time, is an efficient way to take word order into consideration [8] . Following [10] , we experimented with both fixed, i.e. pre-trained embeddings and trainable, randomly initialised ones; the latter performed significantly better in our case. We also made sure that the chosen architecture had an advantage over a well-tuned linear classifier with normalised bag-of-words (TF-IDF) input, which provides a strong baseline since words in the product description often contain -or directly relate to-the target attribute value. Using these inputs together with a product's type, brand and division, the network predicts a set of product attributes (c).
The central branch of the diagram in Figure 2 depicts our text processing pipeline: a simple 1D convolution over the word embedding layer with a kernel size corresponding to a 3-gram, followed by a max-over-time pooling of convolutional features, and a fullyconnected layer. In fact, since our product captions are often short (e.g., 50 words or less), we did not need any custom pooling layer despite the multi-label nature of our problem [16] . In order to build enough capacity to be able to learn multiple attributes at a time, we just increased the number of filters and the number of neurons in the convolutional and in the dense layer, respectively [31] .
Multi-modal Fusion.
Merging the visual features of an image with the semantic information extracted from the text accompanying said image has already proved helpful in object recognition tasks [6] , especially when the number of object classes is large or fine-grained information is hard to gather from images alone. Regarding applications to fashion in particular, there exist multimodal approaches to sales forecasting [3] , product detection [21] , and search [13] .
Zahavy et al. [29] solve a closely-related problem, product classification in a large e-commerce; they use an image CNN, a text CNN, and investigate possible fusion policies to merge the respective CNN outputs. Our solution, besides having to deal with partially annotated labels, as will be discussed in the next section, also consumes additional product metadata (product type, brand, and division), and merges the encodings from all these inputs via the architecture depicted in Figure 2 . In particular, the product type information is used both when merging pre-computed image embeddings, since full-body shots contain multiple products, and when merging the visual features with the semantic information (product title and description) processed by the text CNN, along with brand and division embeddings that are trained end-to-end. Notably different from [29] , is the structure of the output layers as discussed next.
2.2.4
Multi-Task learning with Missing Labels. The most straightforward solution to the multi-label scenario would be to one-hot encode and concatenate all target labels into a single output, then train a network with binary cross-entropy as a loss function and sigmoid activation in its last layer [16, 29] . However, this approach would treat all classes across all labels as being mutually independent, whereas in reality each target attribute only takes a subset of all possible target values. In related work for multi-label image classification and annotation, state-of-the-art approaches aim to also model these labels dependencies, for instance by stacking a CNN with a recurrent layer (RNN) that processes the labels predicted by the CNN [26] . Nevertheless, the prominence of missing labels in our training data would require implementing a custom loss function or masking layers in order to avoid propagating errors when a label is not available. For this reason, we opted for a simpler multi-task approach [19] , which still allows for a degree of label hierarchy because it matches each target attribute with a cross-entropy loss, whereby the predicted class is chosen amongst the possible values
Shared layers
Task-specific layers Figure 2 : Multi-modal multi-task architecture. In grey the inputs to the network (top), in blue the hidden layers (middle) and in red the output layers (one per task, i.e., attribute). In parenthesis, the output size of each layer, which reflects the input encoding for input layers, the embedding dimensionality for embedding layers, and the number of filters and neurons for convolutional and dense layers, respectively.
for that attribute only. That is, each target becomes a separate, imbalanced, multi-class problem. Hence, we can implement custom weighting schemes for the loss of the different targets depending on the labels frequencies of the specific attribute [14] . A multi-task network provides us with an effective way to learn from all the products for which at least one of the target attributes has been labelled, thereby performing implicit data augmentation, and also implicit regularisation since simultaneously fitting multiple targets should favour a more general internal representation [22] . Conversely, even disregarding the added complexity of having to maintain multiple models in production, single-task networks for individual attributes could only leverage a fraction of the data (see Table 2 , second column), with a higher risk of overfitting. Even worse, as previously discussed, a single-task multi-label model would just not have enough training data without a sensible way to deal with missing labels.
In practice, as illustrated by Figure 2 , we build one model per attribute, but they all share the same parameters up to the output layer, following the 'hard' parameter-sharing paradigm [19, 22] . We also prepare one dataset per attribute. During training, in a random sequential order, we update each model with a gradient descent (SGD) step on a randomly sampled mini-batch from its corresponding dataset. The hard sharing implies that each SGD step also updates the common layers' parameters; a small learning rate and the randomised update order ensure that training is stable. As a matter of fact, preliminary experiments produced instability when using adaptive optimisers with momentum [11] ; namely, validation set accuracy seemed to stall faster and to oscillate more across the various models. There is empirical evidence that adaptive methods might yield solutions that generalise worse than those from simple SGD with momentum [28] . However, it is not clear whether that applies to a multi-task setting with parameter sharing. In our case, the simple addition of momentum to SGD seemed to already hurt training performance. Hence, we eventually resorted to using vanilla SGD with a constant learning rate and no momentum.
Experimental Setup
We collected data for every product ever sold on any of our platforms (web and apps) up to September 2017, provided that product type, four image shots and a text description were available, resulting in about 883K samples. The problem inputs and outputs are illustrated in Figure 1 . For each of these products, we also collected all manually annotated attributes that contained missing values, as illustrated in Table 1 . Although not all attributes might apply to all product types, coverage can be low (see Table 2 , column #samples). The manual annotations in historical data do not always come with a fixed taxonomy, are not always curated and in some cases might contain incorrect labels. To construct a ground-truth, we use a set of heuristics to determine which attributes apply to which product types as well as specify a minimum number of samples for a possible value of an attribute to be predicted, which we set to 500. We empirically tuned the hyper-parameters of the architecture for a balance between computational cost and performance. For the evaluation, we took 90% of the data as train and 10% as test. We fix the mini-batch size to 64 and the learning rate to 0.01. Our implementation uses Keras [4] with a Tensorflow [1] backend and completes 40,000 mini-batches on a single Tesla ® K80 GPU in half a day. Jointly training over images and text, that is, not relying on pre-computed visual embeddings, would roughly triple the training time. Notice also that in our multi-task setup, computational effort increases linearly with the number of attributes to predict.
The evaluation task is to predict all the attributes that are applicable. We report the weighted F 1 score, i.e. for each task we average the individual F 1 scores calculated for each possible label value, weighted by the number of true instances for each label value. Figure 4 : Examples of test-set normalised confusion matrices for target attributes; true labels (by row) vs predicted labels (by column). Attributes might be related to a product shape or other visual characteristics (a), but also to higherlevel properties that are not directly expressed in the product data (b). Regarding the former, although the model does well overall, one can still observe biases towards the most popular classes such as 'crew' neck and 'standard' neck. Regarding the latter, the easiest end use to predict is 'wedding' whereas the most challenging is 'going out bar', which is often confused with 'evening occasion'. 
Experimental Evaluation
The results of this evaluation are summarized in Table 2 . We can see that the model always outperforms the naive baseline (majority class) in terms of accuracy. The evolution of performance during training is shown in Figure 3 , the model performance in test is plateaus after 50K optimisation steps (mini-batches of 64 samples) per attribute. The confusion matrices for two of the attributes are shown in Figure 4 . We can see that for neckline the mass is heavily concentrated on the diagonal. On the off-diagonal, the most significant mismatch is between 'button collar' and 'point collar', both types of shirts neckline. Samples from the class which has the least support ('point collar'), are often misclassified as 'button collar', which is five times more frequent. The use/occasion attribute represents a higher-level categorization that is harder to capture from the data; still, the performance is way above chance level with a 0.665 accuracy (vs 0.238 baseline, 13-class task), with 'wedding' being the easiest class to spot. The average of the weighted F 1 scores is 0.855 when using all inputs (image, text, metadata). The most important input is text: without it, the F 1 score drops to 0.773. Images are the second most important: without them, the F 1 score drops to 0.842. Finally, metadata is the least important: without it, the score drops to 0.849. The relative importance of image and text is in line with what has been observed in a related problem and modelling approach [29] , where a text CNN alone can classify e-commerce products better than an image CNN alone, and multi-modal fusion only brings a marginal improvement. The impact of removing each input can be seen in more detail in Figure 5 .
APPLICATION TO PERSONALISED RECOMMENDATIONS
We illustrate next one of the applications of our attribute extraction pipeline, i.e. improving personalised product recommendations. First, we motivate the need for a content-aware recommendation solution. Then, we describe the design of our recommendation algorithm and how it includes information about the content of the products. Finally, we provide some experimental evidence of the effectiveness of our approach.
Motivation
Recommender systems are one of the most common approaches for helping customers discover products in vast e-commerce catalogues. In ASOS, we rely on personalised recommendations to provide a source of inspiration for our customers and to anticipate their needs. In established e-commerce sites with an abundance of data, collaborative filtering has proven to be a good starting approach for delivering accurate, personalised recommendations to customers [15] . Collaborative filtering algorithms produce recommendations for customers based on other customers' interactions, either by finding direct relationships between customers and between products -e.g. products bought by the same customers tend to be similar-, or by finding latent associations between customers and products based on their interactions -e.g. using dimensionality reduction techniques. Despite their popularity, it is also well known that one of the main weaknesses of collaborative filtering is the so-called cold-start problem, that is, the fact that these type of algorithms tend to perform poorly for customers and products with little (or no) interaction data. Content-based algorithms, on the contrary, do not suffer from a product cold-start situation but, in many situations, perform worse than their collaborative filtering-based counterparts. Furthermore, they depend importantly on consistent and structured product descriptions and metadata. In ASOS, a dynamic product catalogue and the ability to offer customers the latest fashion trends are key aspects of the business. This indicates that neither collaborative filtering -which suffers from product cold-start, notably in the case of newly-added productsnor content-based approaches -often suffering from low accuracy and sensitive to data quality-are, in isolation, sufficient for providing customers with an optimal discovery experience. As a solution, we propose the use of a hybrid recommendation system that combines both approaches and overcomes their respective limitations. Moreover, our solution for extracting product attributes contributes to the success of content-aware approach by ensuring the quality of the data that is used to compute recommendations.
Design
Our proposed approach falls within the family of factorisation models, matrix factorisation being the basic, best-known example. In essence, factorisation models try to represent both customers and products in a high-dimensional vector space -whose dimensionality is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of either customers and products-where relevant, latent properties of customers and products are encoded. Vectors are typically optimised so that the dot product between a customer vector and a product vector defines a meaningful score that helps determine ranking or top-N selection of products to be displayed to the customer.
In most matrix factorisation algorithms, customer and product vectors have to be learned as parameters of the model. In neural networks terminology, this means that our recommendation model includes two embedding layers, one for customers and one for products. Nevertheless, we go beyond this configuration and extend it for our purposes. For example, in the embedding layers for products, we also rely on a content-based approach and use features associated with products (attributes, brand, etc.) to produce said product vectors. The mapping between product features and vectors can be achieved by, e.g., a feed-forward neural network. Moreover, it is possible to combine vectors coming from an embedding layer with those coming from a feature-fed neural network, thus producing a hybrid representation of products. This forms the basis of our hybrid recommendation algorithm, where we have learned that embedded and content-derived vectors can be combined by summing them [12] . In particular, our approach leverages product type, price, recency, popularity, text descriptions (≈1K), image-based features (≈0.5K) and, importantly, predicted product attributes (≈0.5K). Hence, from the concatenation of the aforementioned inputs, the content-based component has as input size #a of ≈2.4K.
A second modification that we perform with respect to classic matrix factorisation is the so-called asymmetric matrix factorisation [25] . This method aims to reduce the complexity of the model by eliminating the need to learn an embedding layer for customers. Instead, vectors for customers v u are computed as an intermediate representation. Specifically, we do this by gathering the vectors v i of the set I u of products the customer u has interacted with, and by combining them, e.g. simply by taking the average: v u = avg i ∈I u v i . Note that, in cases where customer attributes are to be taken into account (gender, country, estimated budget), it is possible to combine customer attributes with product vectors using a neural network, as in the approach of Covington et al. [5] or, as proposed by Rendle [20] or Kula [12] , by doing vector composition. Notably, eliminating the customer embedding layer from the model reduces drastically the size of the model, which has positive consequences in terms of improving the scalability of the approach and reducing the risk of overfitting.
Finally, we provide some details about the optimisation criterion that we are using to train the model. Following the recent stream of learning to rank approaches [9] , our training minimises a loss function that models a ranking problem where positive interactions -such as products that have been purchased by a customer in our training data-have to be ranked higher than a sampled selection of negative items (items that are believed not to be relevant to the customer based on lack of interaction). In particular, we have chosen the WMRB loss function [17] , a batch-oriented adaptation of the WARP loss function [27] , which has proven to be effective at producing good item rankings. This function, given a customer u, a positive product i and a random selection Z of negatively sampled products, tries to find appropriate scores s u,i from the factorisation model so that the rank of positive item i when ordered with the products in Z by decreasing score is as low as possible. Given that the exact rank is not differentiable, WMRB optimises the following approximation instead:
where |·| + is a rectifier function. The resulting architecture design is summarised in Figure 6 .
Experimental Setup
In order to show the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid design, we performed an experiment with a sample of our data. In particular, we collected 13 months of interactions of our male customers starting from March 2016. The first 12 months were used to train and validate the recommendation algorithms, whereas the last month was used for evaluation purposes. Out of all interactions, we kept only those that show a strong intention of buying (save for later, add to bag) together with actual purchases. Then, we randomly sampled 200K customers, ensuring that half of them had interactions in both training and test. In total, this amounted to 9M interactions with 117K products in the training set and 1M interactions with 54K products in the test set. We normalised all product features as follows: we first normalised to unit-norm each feature independently, and then we normalised to unit-norm each sample (i.e. each product). The training procedure using the first 12 months of data is described next. Interactions of the last month of the training window (February 2017) were taken as the positive examples for the WMRB function, while negative instances were randomly sampled from the non-observed interactions with products that were available during the whole training window. As inputs to the predictions, i.e. interactions with products (and their features) to produce customer vectors, we chose for every customer 5 randomly sample interactions preceding the positive one whose rank we want to optimise in the loss function. This means that customers with less than 6 interactions (5 for input, 1 for prediction) were discarded from training.
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Collaborative
Content Hybrid Figure 7 : Examples of similar products according to a similarity metric (cosine distance between the item embedding of each product) produced by each of the recommendation models for the recommendation task. Top row: product with the largest number of customer interactions in the training set. Middle row: product with a median number of customer interactions. Bottom row: least popular product in the training period. We can see that collaborative performs better for products with more interactions, while content and hybrid are not affected by this factor.
The evaluation task is to predict the purchases that customers made in the test period (March 2017). Note that this type of evaluation provides a lower bound of the performance of a recommendation, as it assumes that recommended products that were not purchased were not interesting to the customer. Another particularity of our task is that it freezes the learned model and its representations of the customer before the test period. This is helpful to illustrate the ability of the hybrid solution in dealing with cold-start products, i.e. those that are added to the catalogue immediately before or during the test period. In reality, we update our models daily so that we can alleviate the cold-start as much as possible. Precision and recall at cut-off 10 have then been used as the metrics to assess this task.
To provide meaningful comparisons when discussing the validity of our hybrid approach, two baselines were included using the same training and evaluation approach. First, we compared our approach with the obvious baseline for ranking tasks, i.e. popularitybased ranking [2] . Second, in order to see the benefit of fusing collaborative filtering and content, we also compared our hybrid design with collaborative-only and content-only versions. For all variations of our approach, we used the same vector size (k=200), the number of negative items z = |Z | = 100, batch size of 1024, and a variable number of epochs up to 100 that is determined by a validation set of 10% of customers in training.
Experimental Evaluation
The results of this evaluation, summarised as the average values for each metric and algorithm across all customers in the test set, can be seen in Table 3 . The first noticeable result, given by the low numbers for precision and recall, is that predicting customer activity days in advance is a difficult task. The results however, allow for the comparison between the different approaches. For instance, we can see that a pure content-based approach offers results that are only slightly better than a non-personalised popularity-based ranking, which confirms our previous assumptions about the weakness of this approach. When looking at the pure collaborative filtering based solution, we can see that this approach is superior to the baseline and also to the content-based one. Finally, we observe that the hybrid model is the most effective of the compared approaches, as it outperforms the collaborative filtering approach, showing how bringing content into the model has a clear positive effect when delivering fashion recommendations.
We complement the quantitative evaluation just presented with a qualitative one, in which we use the same item embeddings to visually analyse product similarities produced by the three versions of our designed recommender. Item embeddings are often Applied Data Science Track Paper KDD 2018, August 19-23, 2018, London, United Kingdom a by-product of most recommender systems. The usage of these embeddings to define a similarity metric between items is popular even though the task on which they are learned is parallel to this one. One could explicitly learn a similarity metric on an alternative task, like predicting which item a user clicks on from a list of similar items, but that is beyond the focus of our work and requires a different dataset. The similarities induced by these embedding vectors are illustrated in Figure 7 . We selected three seed products based on the number of customer interactions: the product with the highest number of interactions, a product with a median one and a product with the lowest popularity in the training set. This selection allows us to explore the trade-offs between collaborative filtering and contentbased approaches when the number of interactions with products varies. Then we retrieved, for each seed product and algorithm, the top three products whose vectors have the highest cosine similarity with respect to the seed product's vector. Notice that in a personalised recommendation setting, the query would return different results depending on the user history, whereas in the present case only the seed product is considered. Nonetheless, the results offer some interesting insights. On the one hand, we can see that the collaborative filtering approach produces less obvious -but not necessarily bad-recommendations, especially when the number of interactions is low (middle and bottom row). On the other hand, we can see that the content-based approach defines similarities that are more explainable. By combining both methods, the hybrid recommender appears to benefit from the interpretability of the content, while producing recommendations that are different from -and better than, as seen before-the isolated approaches.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Any business needs to understand its customers to be able to better serve them; in the digital domain, this revolves around leveraging data to tailor the digital experience to each customer. We have presented a body of work, which is currently being productionised, that enables such personalisation by predicting the characteristics of our products. This is a foundational capability that can be used, for instance, to provide more relevant recommendations, as shown with the hybrid recommender system proposed.
We have discussed a system for consolidating product attributes that deals with missing labels in a multi-task setting and at scale. The key design elements of this system are a shared model across tasks and a custom training algorithm. Using a neural network where most of the layers are shared across the tasks (i.e. the attributes) can leverage the relationship between the tasks, reduces the total number of free parameters, and effectively uses all available data. A custom fitting procedure then enables a balanced solution across all tasks and copes with partially-labelled data.
We have also discussed a hybrid recommender system which has both collaborative and content-based components. The key design elements of this model are composition and simultaneous optimisation. Model composition enables in an elegant way the use of both collaborative and content-based models, while the simultaneous optimisation enables the training end-to-end of all the modules together.
Regarding the attribute prediction pipeline, we plan to enhance the quality of the image features by first detecting which area of the picture contains the relevant product, since most fashion model shots contain multiple products. Another possible refinement is to fine-tune the image network -now pre-trained on ImageNeton our own data, or to train the whole model end-to-end at an even higher computational cost. We are also experimenting with alternative, more recent network architectures. Regarding the application of the hybrid approach to other datasets, we expect the relative improvement of hybrid over collaborative filtering to grow with the sparsity of the user-item interaction matrix and to depend on the relevance of the product features. The optimisation of the hybrid model might also prove more challenging and, unlike with our dataset, require the regularisation of the activation/weights of the content/collaborative components.
As further future work we plan to use the capability to characterize products to enable additional use cases such as: data-assisted design; better product analytics; sales forecasting; range planning; finding similar products; and improving search with predicted metadata. Regarding the hybrid recommender system approach, we plan to study the trade-offs between content and collaborative in regimes ranging from cold-start to highly popular products.
